On Wednesday, June 24, the Year 4/5 class visited the Sikh Temple in Glossop as part of our studies about other world Religions. We learnt the Sikh religion started in what is now modern day India around 500 years ago. They have 10 prophets called Gurus who wrote their sacred text over many years. After Baptism, the Sikh’s are not allowed to cut their hair and keep much of it concealed under a Turban. As a sign of respect, we also covered our own hair and removed our shoes before entering the temple. We learnt that many of their religious traditions and practices are similar to our own. The Sikh’s believe that everyone is equal; there is no ‘class structure’ within their religion – the Year 4/5 soon figured out that meant Mr Czechowski was no longer their Principal during our visit but an equal!! They liked that! Our thanks to Mr Nav Singh, Mr Bikram and the many helpers in the kitchen for being such wonderful hosts and for providing a delicious traditional afternoon tea. It was a wonderful excursion; we felt very welcome and learned lots of new things.